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Abstract— Inter-vehicle communication systems are
a new paradigm of networking. Largely related to
mobile ad hoc networks and their distributed, self-
organizing structure, they also introduce new threats.
In order to assess these threats we introduce a model
of attacks on an inter-vehicle communication system
in this paper. This model is used to refine the system
model of the NoW communication system and to find
potential weaknesses during the specification phase of
the NoW communication system.

Our work shows that there are several interest-
ing new challenges requiring novel solutions, some of
which are outlined at the end of this paper. Although
this is still work in progress, it is the foundation for
analysis and assessment of future work.

As one of the main results of this paper, we identi-
fied several difficult to detect attacks on the hard- and
software, and on the sensor input. We further point out
system requirements to thwart such attacks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Inter-vehicle communication (IVC) and vehicle
to infrastructure communication are amongst the
most promising applications of mobile ad hoc net-
works. Therefore these mobile ad hoc networks,
sometimes also referred to as vehicular ad hoc net-
works (VANETs), are studied in several research
projects. Many applications are discussed in this con-
text, but road traffic related messaging and local dan-
ger warning remain the most prominent ones for car-
to-car communications, while car-to-home and car-
to-infrastructure are the scenarios that will support the
deployment of such systems.

Especially safety related applications require a se-
cure and reliable system. Therefore, in this work we
present an overview on the various possible attacks

and countermeasures that have to be studied inten-
sively. This work is considered as base for future de-
velopment and analysis of security related functional-
ities within the NoW system model.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In the next section, we discuss related work,
followed by the introduction of the generic NoW sys-
tem model. Then we apply the technique of attack
trees in the context of vehicular ad hoc networks and
the NoW system (Section III) in particular. In Section
IV we discuss the results of the previous section and
the resulting impact on the security system that has to
be developed. Finally, Section V concludes the paper
and provides an outline of future work.

A description of attack trees, the system model
used in the attack analysis, and more attack trees for
further applications can be found in [1]

II. RELATED WORK

Security issues have not been a major issue in
past inter-vehicle communication research projects.
Among past projects, significant work has been done
in VSC [2], while currently there are security working
groups within the EU’s 6 Framework Programme’s
Research Project Willwarn [3] and the German na-
tional research project NoW – Network on Wheels
[4].

But inter-vehicle communications’ (IVC) topics
have seen rising research efforts in the past years.
Contributions to security in this field have been gen-
eral analyses, such as [5], [6], and [7].

Others presented approaches to solve specific prob-
lems or security objectives. Golle et al. intro-
duced a scheme to detect malicious data in IVC [8].
Dötzer discussed privacy issues for vehicle commu-
nications in [9]. Gerlach presents a holistic approach



to VANET security in [10]. Leinmueller et al. [11]
analyzed the impact of falsified position information
on geographic routing.

Many papers have been written about trust estab-
lishment and decentralized key management, such as
[12], [13], [14] and [15], while Kargl wrote his Dis-
sertation about general security in mobile ad hoc net-
works (MANETs) [16].

III. ATTACK MODELING FOR THE NOW SYSTEM

In [1] we classified applications and introduced
general attacks that can be found in VANET environ-
ments.

A. Attacker Model

Our threat model is based on a generic attacker
model with four groups of attackers:

1) Attackers with a programmable radio transmit-
ter/receiver.

2) Attackers with access to an un-modified NoW
unit who can therefore control the inputs, sen-
sors, etc.

3) Attackers who have access to a modified NoW
unit and who have obtained the keying material.

4) ”Inside” attackers who have access to records
and equipment operated by the vehicle manu-
facturer or the NoW unit manufacturer.

B. Reusable Attack Subtrees

During attack tree construction on the current high
level of attacks it seemed necessary to create reusable
(”general”) attack trees in order to avoid redundancy
in the attack trees for each application. As the at-
tack trees become more detailed, these general attack
subtrees may turn out to be distinct as different ap-
plications introduce different kinds of vulnerabilities.
In the current status of the work we stick to the gen-
eral attack trees for the sake of compactness of the
presentation of attacks. There are three major general
subtrees:

• Become Part of the Network (Figure 1): once a
malicious node is legitimate part of the network,
it is easier for an attacker to insert malicious con-
tent or affect the network, this may be the basis
for many attacks.

• Manipulate OBU Input (Figure 2). Manipulating
this input has impact on the proper functioning
of the NoW system, as many warnings are based
on sensor input.

• Violate Privacy (Figure 3). The subtree on
violating privacy summarizes the general attacks
on privacy based on the NoW communication
system.

1) Get Identifier
a) Copy (NoW protocols/OBU/RSU)
b) Steal (NoW protocols/OBU/RSU)
c) Create (NoW protocols/OBU/RSU)

2) Have Identifier

Fig. 1
GENERAL SUBTREE B: BECOME PART OF THE NETWORK.

1) Become Part of the Network: A node is part of
the network once it obtained and is able use an iden-
tifier (cf. Figure 1). The principle is similar to that in
DHCP1 networks, where a node can only take part in
the networking, once it obtains a (valid) IP address
from the DHCP server. In this attack tree, getting
or having an identifier implies that only possession
of this identifier authorizes a node to take part in
the communciation. Usually, this requires some sort
of certification for the nodes, an aspect which has
not been included in the tree for the sake of simplicity.

Stealing an identifier is like copying it and making
it unusable for the victim at the same time. Assuming
some sort of binding of identifiers to nodes by using
public key cryptography (e.g. using certificates or
identity based cryptography) copying this identifier
implies either breaking the respective cryptographic
primitive on the basis of overheard messages or
being able to access the private information on the
victims platform itself. Stealing the identifier may
be harder to do using the wireless interface, but
possibly be done by stealing the physical device (e.g.
SIM card) attached to the NoW unit. Creating an
identifier implies either knowing secret information
to actually create valid key pairs and valid bindings
to a certain (malicious) node. To achieve this, an
attacker must be able to intrude the security infras-
tructure, an attack we consider hard to carry out,
if this infrastructure is well protected and thought out.

2) Manipulate OBU Input: As the on board units
of the NoW system will probably be installed in a
place that is not easy to access, altering the sensor
readings is a straightforward way to attack a system.

1Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol



Like this, the attacker has an OBU with a valid
identifier (and credentials) and can therefore attack
the network from the inside.

Manipulations of the car – in other words, tun-
ing it – is not uncommon. It will, however, require
some skills to tamper with the car electronics directly,
as these systems are becoming more and more com-
plex, and will even include cryptography-based in-
vehicle network protections (cf. [17]). One of the
more probable attacks of this subtree would be stress-
ing the components, as this probably goes undetected
and rather leads to a faulty car.
Changing the sensor readings can be more effective,
due to the following reasons. First, the in-vehicle sys-
tem will probably not detect this kind of attack since
no components are touched, when for example only
the temperature sensor is put into ice water. Second, a
receiving vehicle would still receive authorized, valid
messages, only that their content is wrong.

1) Manipulate a car
a) Manipulate sensors
b) Manipulate connections between components
c) Replace OBU by own system/fake system
d) Put system in ”service mode” und use the given (test-

)functions
e) Execute own code
f) Stress components generating temporarily wrong

outputs
2) Manipulate sensor readings

a) Manipulate positioning system
b) Manipulate time system
c) Manipulate car sensors

3) Use an erroneous car
a) Damage car
b) Get erroneous car

Fig. 2
GENERAL SUBTREE A: MANIPULATE OBU INPUT.

3) Violate Privacy: In Figure 3, the attacks on the
privacy of the users are listed. This subtree is a gen-
eral view of attacks on privacy, and will be reused
for the applications in this document. Some applica-
tions in themselves be a threat to the privacy of users,
such as credit card payments; we will focus on pri-
vacy violations inherent to the communication system
on NoW.

Linking the identity of a user by observing his
behavior is intuitively the easier and therefore more
probable attack in subtree 1 in Figure 3. Observing
somebody mounting his car and observing newly pop-
ping up nodes while the car is started is very easy
in comparison to hacking a trusted third party (TTP)

where security precautions will be high. Being that
trusted third party is a completely different matter.
Therefore note that a trusted third party should not
be understood as a single entity, but a network of au-
thorities.

A similar attack on privacy, i.e. revealing and
tracking the location of a user requires either physi-
cal presence (at least in the radio propagation area)
of the attacker or a networked grid of receivers and a
database in the background. The first is an attack is
feasible already by just observing a car (chasing a car
by its color or number plate, or the like). The second-
mentioned attack, however, would require a signifi-
cant amount of money and organization to be imple-
mented but should not be ignored. The VII (Vehi-
cle Infrastructure Integration) project [18], currently
underway in the United States could actually provide
the infrastructure to deploy such a surveillance system
even though its benefit for the deployment of vehicu-
lar communication is undisputed [19].

1) Link Person and (network-) Identifier
a) Get access to TTP that links Person and Identifier

(Security Infrastructure)
b) Observe behavior (Side Channel)

2) Track a specific node
a) Recognize a node (having seen it before) (AND)
b) Generate traces by linking overheard messages

(NoW Protocols, Lower Layer)

Fig. 3
GENERAL SUBTREE C: PRIVACY VIOLATIONS.

C. Attacks on Car to Car Traffic Applications

The attack trees shown in Figures 4 and 5 corre-
spond to the specifics of car to car traffic applica-
tions. These applications exchange mainly traffic re-
lated information such as warnings of obstacles be-
hind a curve, low visibility, etc. In addition to the gen-
eral attack trees in Section III-B it can be thought of
two attack subtrees: disseminate false messages and
disturb system.

1) Disseminate False Messages: Figure 4 depicts
the subtree for dissemination of false messages. A
car to car traffic messaging system is relying on mes-
sages that are distributed by cars that experience a
traffic relevant event. It is therefore critical that the
messages about events are correct. An attacker can
either try to generate new valid messages, replay ex-
isting messages or modify existing messages. One ap-
proach that could help to achieve either one of those



1) Generate new message (Lower Layer, NoW Protocols)
a) Attack cryptographic system
b) Become part of the Network (Subtree D) (AND)
c) Inject directly

2) Replay message (Lower Layer, NoW Protocols)
a) Attack cryptographic system
b) Capture message (AND)
c) Send out

3) Modify message (Lower Layer, NoW Protocols)
a) Attack cryptographic system
b) Capture message (AND)
c) Break message integrity protection

Fig. 4
CAR TO CAR SUBTREE A: DISSEMINATE FALSE MESSAGES.

goals is the to attack the cryptographic system by
breaking cryptographic algorithms, attacking crypto-
graphic protocols or force the system to use less se-
cure algorithms or protocols. We placed it in every
subtree, since the specific targets are different.

Another way of generating new messages than at-
tacking the cryptographic system would be to become
part of the network by manipulating the OBU input or
use manipulated / dismantled hardware AND inject
false messages directly.

In order to replay a message, an attacker must cap-
ture a message and send it out without getting caught
by timing protocols.

A message modification would again require to
capture a message and then finding a way to break
the message integrity protection.

1) Remote Incapacitation of NOW components (OBU,
RSU)

a) Generate EMP
b) Stimulate System Malfunction

2) Suppress Communication
a) 802.11p jamming
b) GPS jamming (OBU Input)
c) Inhibiting physical environment (Lower Layer)
d) 802.11p weaknesses and flaws abuse (lower layer)

3) NoW network misbehavior
a) Overload nodes (NoW Protocols, OBU)
b) Disturb routing (Now Protocols)
c) Don’t participate in message forwarding / routing

(NoW Protocols)
4) Application layer misbehavior

a) Generate many false messages (NoW Protocols,
OBU)

b) Generate corrupt messages (OBU)

Fig. 5
CAR TO CAR SUBTREE B: DISTURB SYSTEM.

2) Disturb system: Figure 5 shows the attacks that
lead to a crippled system. There are a couple of ways

to disturb the system. Either an attackers tries to dis-
able nodes remotely, suppresses wireless communi-
cations, exploits network vulnerabilities or abuses ap-
plication level functionalities. The ultimate goal is to
deny services, but even weaker forms that reduce the
overall system performance may have significant ef-
fects.

Two approaches lead to the incapacitation of a node
from a remote place. One is to overload the electron-
ics by generating a electromagnetic pulse. While this
seems to be a military scenario in the times of fre-
quent terrorist attacks this may cause additional trou-
ble in case of a critical situation. Apart from this, we
have to assume that attackers may find a way to shut
down systems remotely exploiting vulnerabilites.

Wireless communication is more susceptible to
suppression than wired communication. In this Sec-
tion by communication we mean all in- and outgo-
ing wireless signals to and from a car that transport
data packets of some kind. The most obvious way
to achieve this is to jam the wireless channels, in our
case either the 802.11p or the GPS system. Another
variant is to set up a physical environment that hinders
communication. Finally, some special weaknesses of
the 802.11p protocols may be used to deny their op-
eration.

The network’s operation can be abused to overload
nodes in such a way that they cannot respond as they
should. Alternatively, the routing or message distri-
bution protocols may be disturbed so that messages
are not relayed properly. Some nodes may also deny
to forward packets and behave in a selfish way. In a
worst case this could be done in a coordinated way.

On application layer, many false messages can be
produced in order to overload nodes that are busy
checking these messages authenticity and integrity.
Or corrupt messages may be generated that can be au-
thenticated properly but whose content does not meet
the actual situation.

IV. EVALUATION AND LESSONS LEARNED

In Section III, different attacks on different applica-
tions and components of the NoW system have been
outlined. From these attacks, important characteris-
tics of and requirements on the NoW system can be
derived. A summary of those requirements is given in
Table I. A more detailed discussion can be found in
the following sections.

a) Plausibility Checks: As discussed in the at-
tacks for Manipulating OBU (and RSU) input de-
picted in Figure 2, altering the physical environment



Applications Components Requirement
All OBU, RSU Trusted platform
All OBU, RSU,

HomePC
Firewall

All Security infras-
tructure

Trust establish-
ment and control
for applications

Car to car, Car to
infrastructure

OBU, RSU, NoW
Protocols

Plausibility
checks

Car to home OBU, HomePC,
NoW Protocols

Secure wakeup of
the OBU

Car to infrastruc-
ture, Car to car

RSU Tamper evidence
mechanisms

Routing OBU, RSU, NoW
protocols

Trust establish-
ment for NoW
protocols

TABLE I
SECURITY REQUIREMENTS, COMPONENTS AND

APPLICATIONS.

around the sensor for just that sensor may be hard to
detect while easy to do. It may therefore be a quite
probable attack to such kinds of systems. Note that in
the case of manipulated sensor input malicious nodes
are hard to distinguish from faulty ones. It would
therefore be a good idea to introduce some sort of
plausibility checks for sensor readings into the sys-
tem. For instance, receiving an icy road warning
while the own external temperature sensor indicates
temperatures sufficiently above 0 deg C, would be
a good indication that the message might have been
send by a malicious or malfunctioning node.

b) Trusted Platform: From the short analysis
of the attack tree in Figure 1, it becomes clear that
choosing a platform that protects private information
is among the prominent design issues of NoW system
implementations in addition to choosing strong cryp-
tographic primitives.

c) Trust Establishment for Communication:
Trust establishment for the communication system, in
particular for the routing in the NoW system is impor-
tant. Even though there already are existing solutions
on intrusion detection systems and distributed trust
establishment techniques, there are currently few so-
lutions tailored to IVC networks. Trust establishment
will probably both rely on some trusted infrastruc-
ture (e.g. for initial identity management) but also on
completely distributed mechanisms when the ad hoc
network has no connection to the fixed security infras-
tructure. Note that there may be different providers of
trust, i.e. those who provide for trust in the commu-
nication interface and those - and possibly many dif-
ferent ones thereof - who provide trust in the different
application instances.

d) Secure Wakeup: Battery draining attacks
against parked vehicles should be prevented as they
may become a serious threat to vehicle functionality
and hence to deployment of the application. Users
would probably not buy an application which can be
used to make their car be dead after two days of park-
ing. As the OBU must not run all the time the vehi-
cle is parked, a wake-up mechanism is sought. This
mechanism could be subject to attack if too simple or
insecure. In [20] an approach to secure the wake-up
mechanism based on hash chains or WiFi Protected
Access of car to home applications is discussed which
deals with such attacks.

e) Privacy Protection: Privacy has been iden-
tified as one major security goal in Section III. The
attack trees, in particular the attack tree in Figure 3
stress that to detect the user’s privacy, a holistic ap-
proach is necessary. This includes that first the com-
munication system can provide for anonymous com-
munications. Second, it will not be sufficient to only
have one identifier which is detached from the user’s
identity, because a system will then be recognizable
and therefore easier to trace; in addition the act of
mapping a system identifier to a real world identity is
easy for a men with a transceiver, as has been pointed
out above. Therefore, pseudonyms are a promising
solutions to be used in the communication system
even though their extensive use will be detrimental
to system functionality and performance. In a nut-
shell, the system must provide for the untraceabil-
ity of its users. Finally, infrastructure, both commu-
nication wise and traffic related should be designed
or integrated into such systems carefully considering
the possibility of privacy violations due to centralized
collection of massive amounts of user data.

f) Tamper Evidence Mechanisms: Based on
the attacks on RSUs, it becomes clear that an RSU
connected to some communication infrastructure can
quickly detect attacks on its functionality. Protection
of RSUs may consist of, e.g., a UMTS2 transceiver,
which can issue either alive-messages every now and
then, or issue some sort of attack notification to a
traffic center. Further, the RSU must detect tamper-
ing, vandalism or its unauthorized relocation and no-
tify the responsible traffic information center. Refer-
ring to OBUs, it shall be possible to detect malicious
changes to hard or software at least when the car is be-
ing inspected. For tamper evidence, again plausibility
checks in connection with additional communication
capabilities can be thought of.

2Universal Mobile Telecommunication Standard



V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

During our work we found that attack trees pro-
vide a useful tool to assess the security of a system
gradually. The top-down approach allows us to influ-
ence the system design at an early development phase
regarding security considerations, while on the other
hand being able to generate a more detailed analysis
as soon as the system’s specifications become more
specific.

Looking at the attacks, we found that two proce-
dures would enhance overall security essentially, do-
ing local plausibility checks in cars and regular sys-
tem checks on the nodes, most notably RSUs. Plau-
sibility checks could include comparison of received
information to internal sensor data, evaluating mes-
sages from different information sources about a sin-
gle event and scenario building, where single traffic
events are related using statistics. Simulations have
shown that this greatly increases the effort of an at-
tacker, but it requires proper models for every applica-
tion. Regular system checks would verify the proper
function of a unit and therefore reduce the number of
malfunctioning units. This could also include the op-
tion to update the software.
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